THE CALVERT RESPONSIBLE
INDEX SERIES:
Efficient Market Exposure
With a Responsible Approach

THE IMPORTANCE OF
RESPONSIBLE INVESTING

THE BENEFITS OF AN
INDEX STRATEGY

Human history is a testament to our
ability to address the challenges that
face us. In every age, innovative minds
created solutions to our most pressing
needs. Today we face unprecedented
population growth, increased demand
for natural resources, and larger
questions about human dignity.

Changes in the markets since 2008
illuminated the appeal of passive
investing. Following the lead of top
institutions, many investors adopted
indexed strategies in order to achieve
broad market access while reducing
the cost of ownership.

As thought leaders begin to tackle
these issues, exciting investment
opportunities are emerging. By
investing in companies that deliver
what society needs, you have
the potential to earn competitive
investment returns, manage risk, and
make a positive impact on society.
Distinguishing these companies is
no small task, however. That’s where
Calvert Investments can help.

Funds that track indexes offer low
turnover, which can minimize the
tax consequences of investing. Their
holdings are transparent, helping
investors avoid overlap between
investment vehicles.
Ultimately, many investors appreciate
the reliability of tracking the market,
rather than the variance of returns
offered by active managers.

CALVERT INVESTMENTS EXPANDS ITS SUITE OF
RESPONSIBLE INDEXES
As responsible investors, we are dedicated to seeking to identify better companies
in terms of environmental stewardship, respect for human rights, and the
discipline of strong governance practices. Now we have harnessed the power of
this research to offer responsible investors a low-cost way to access the markets.
We believe that the Calvert Responsible Index Series offers the definitive
investable universe of companies with strong sustainability profiles that,
collectively, have the potential to meet or exceed the performance of the
common broad-market benchmarks.
Building on the 15-year heritage of our responsible large cap core index
and related product offerings, we offer a range of solutions linked to our
proprietary benchmarks. Our responsible indexes offer investors cost-effective
access to the growth potential of companies that seek to solve the problems of
today — and tomorrow.
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Pursuing diversified market exposure
with a focus on corporate responsibility

We evaluate the environmental, social, and governance (ESG)
profiles of public companies, synthesizing hundreds of attributes
in aggregate across sub-industries in order to develop a highly
informed view of the opportunity and risk inherent in each
company. We distinguish our approach by engaging in powerful
shareholder engagement and advocacy work to gain additional
insight into each company’s future potential, and to prompt
change where needed.

At Calvert Investments, we
believe that responsible
practices and longterm shareholder value
are fundamentally
connected. This link
has never been more
pronounced—or more in
demand—than it is today.

RESPONSIBLE INVESTING PRINCIPLES SEEK TO IDENTIFY STRONG PERFORMERS
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On June 19, 2015, the Calvert Social Index was renamed
the Calvert U.S. Large Cap Core Responsible Index. Index
performance does not represent fund performance, and the
performance of a fund may differ significantly from that of an
index. Index returns are for illustrative purposes only and do
not represent actual performance of a Calvert fund.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. It is not
possible to invest directly in an index.
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Low-cost market exposure that
seeks to generate long-term value

GROWTH

The Calvert Research System draws on the ever-increasing
availability of ESG data, bringing all elements of corporate
valuation together in one holistic process. This approach has
evolved in the last few years, allowing us to marry our significant
intellectual capital with proprietary technology systems to
greatly expand our ability to process ESG data.

growth bias (30%)

GROWTH INDEX
(approximately
500 securities)

Securities with both value and
growth attributes (40%)

VALUE

VALUE INDEX
Securities with strongest
value bias (30%)

(approximately
500 securities)

1. While a company’s market capitalization is the total value of the shares outstanding multiplied by the share price, free-float
market cap reflects only the value of shares that are available for trading. Free-float market cap disregards the value of company
shares that are closely held, for example by company management, and unlikely to trade regularly.

The Responsible Index Series:

Responsible Index
Provides exposure to companies located in
developed markets outside the U.S., with strong
ESG performance, based on Calvert’s proprietary
research. The Calvert Developed Markets Ex-U.S.
Responsible Index comprises approximately
650 stocks (from approximately 25 countries)
that meet Calvert’s Research criteria.
Calvert U.S. Mid Cap Core Responsible Index
Provides exposure to U.S. domestic mid cap
companies with strong ESG performance,
based on Calvert’s proprietary research.
The Calvert U.S. Mid Cap Core Responsible
Index comprises approximately 500 stocks
that meet Calvert’s Research criteria.

The Calvert Responsible
Index Series seeks to
deliver both the benefits of
indexing and responsible
investing in one suite of
benchmarks.

A consistent, principles-based methodology
Calvert Investments has long emphasized the link between
corporate responsibility, economic value, and investment
opportunity. Our responsible indexes are designed to benefit
from the impact that ESG factors can have on a company’s
long-term financial stability and revenue stream.
We are excited to expand this innovative approach to the marketplace at a time when
rapid global change is causing more investors to recognize the importance of ESG
factors. A new set of investment vehicles offers the ability to track the performance
of the indexes.

THE CALVERT PRINCIPLES FOR RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT
The Calvert Responsible Indexes seek to include companies that balance the needs of
financial and nonfinancial stakeholders and demonstrate a commitment to the global
commons as well as to the rights of individuals and communities. A higher ranking is
given to those companies that demonstrate adherence to the following principles:
Advance Environmental Sustainability and Resource Efficiency: Limit the
company’s negative impact on the environment, manage water scarcity,
and reduce carbon emissions
Contribute to Equitable Societies and Respect Human Rights: Market products
and services fairly and ethically, promote diversity and gender equity, and
demonstrate a commitment to employees and to those most in need.
Accountable Governance and Build Transparency: Provide responsible
stewardship of capital, develop effective and diverse boards, and lift ethical
standards in all operations.
Indexing offers efficient and affordable market exposure. Responsible investing seeks to
provide the opportunity to do well by doing good. The Calvert Responsible Index Series
seeks to deliver all these benefits in one suite of benchmarks.
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ARL -0.11 -1.03% AZZ -0.16 -0.93% BCPC -0.49 -2.53% BHB -0.98 -5.16% BKMU -0.19 -2.62% CBZ -0.37 -5.60% CGNX -0.40 -4.02% CLRT -0.05 -2.98% CNU -0.02 -1.23% DFZ +0.17 +3.05% CRGN +0.02 +2.67% WXH +0.15 +1.61
AHPI 0.07 -1.33% ALDA -0.05 -0.95% CSLR 5.00 unch CVV -0.16 -6.37% CYAN +0.00 +0.01% EWST -0.01 -0.10% FLL 0.09 -8.65% KSW -0.10 -4.69% LFT -0.15 -0.84% MVC +0.82 +12.85% PRLS -0.06 -3.64% SCLN -0.03 -2.78%SCO
NFCA -0.29 -14.26% SPAN +0.07 +0.85% TIII +0.02 +3.92% VSCP +0.09 +9.09% AIRT -0.22 -3.67% AMEN -0.15 -4.76% AWH -0.52 -1.55% BITI +0.01 +0.35% CHMP +0.33 +21.97% CKX 11.01 unch CLFD -0.09 -8.04% CLRO 0.17
36% CNAF 15.51 unch DIT +0.83 +3.76% FFDF 11.25 unch HIFN +0.01 +0.26% INHX 0.24 unch KIRK +0.08 +2.85% LBCP -0.15 -2.31% LKI -0.07 -5.04% NUHC -0.07 -4.46% OKN +0.02 +0.24% PW -0.03 -0.28% RAND +0.15 +4.17%
GDX -0.15 -15.00% SSE 5.75 unch TAST -0.17 -5.82% TCX 0.36 unch TOFC 4.75 unch TWER +0.02 +2.74% UBOH +0.04 +0.44% UNFY -0.20 -10.00% VII -0.05 -1.01% WVFC -0.01 -0.06% ACFN +0.09 +4.18% AFOP -0.01 -1.73%
APSG -0.03 -1.00% ARQL
-0.03 -1.00%
+4.52%
COBH +0.58
CSBK -0.21 -2.54% CY +0.31 +4.75% DBTK +0.31 +4.75% DEP -0.41 -2.86% EBS -1.01 -5.07% ENSG -0.22 -1.54% EXTR -0.17 -13.82% FORR -0.13 -0.78% HBE -0.05 -0.75%
CALVERT
RESPONSIBLE
INDEX
SERIES
HMSY +0.19 +0.60% HTGC -0.04 -1.10% HTS -0.07 -0.32% INFI -0.09 -1.13% INSU -0.68 -5.39% ITWO -0.12 -1.68% JOSB +0.85 +4.20% KOPN -0.03 -1.91% LONG +0.18 +3.51% LUFK -0.24 -0.86% MTXX -0.23 -1.37% PSEC -0.20
04% QCOR -0.12 -2.39% RGR +0.04 +0.39% SCL -1.66 -6.43% SEAC 4.32 unch SHOR -0.37 -8.92% SIGM -0.91 -6.03% SNWL -0.29 -6. -82% SUPG +0.01 +0.63% TG -0.77 -5.07% TIVO -0.35 -5.38% TTEC -0.04 -0.46% WIRE -0.38
23% ACTG -0.26 -10.40% ALNC -0.69 -4.05% AREX -0.22 -4.45% ARL -0.11 -1.03% AZZ -0.16 -0.93% BCPC -0.49 -2.53% BHB -0.98 -5.16% BKMU -0.19 -2.62% CBZ -0.37 -5.60% CGNX -0.40 -4.02% CLRT -0.05 -2.98% CNU -0.02
23% DFZ +0.17 +3.05% ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////// CRGN +0.02 +2.67% WXH +0.15 +1.61% AHPI 0.07 -1.33% ALDA -0.05 -0.95% CSLR 5.00 unch CVV -0.16 -6.37% CYAN +0.00 +0.01% EWST -0.01 -0.10% FLL 0.09
65% KSW -0.10 -4.69% LFT -0.15 -0.84% MVC +0.82 +12.85% PRLS -0.06 -3.64% SCLN -0.03 -2.78% SNFCA -0.29 -14.26% SPAN +0.07 +0.85% TIII +0.02 +3.92% VSCP +0.09 +9.09% AIRT -0.22 -3.67% AMEN -0.15 -4.76% AWH
52 -1.55% BITI +0.01 +0.35% CHMP +0.33 +21.97% CKX 11.01 unch CLFD -0.09 -8.04% CLRO 0.17 -5.36% CNAF 15.51 unch DIT +0.83 +3.76% FFDF 11.25 unch HIFN +0.01 +0.26% INHX 0.24 unch KIRK +0.08 +2.85% LBCP -0.15
31% LKI -0.07 -5.04% NUHC -0.07 -4.46% OKN +0.02 +0.24% PW -0.03 -0.28% RAND +0.15 +4.17% RGDX -0.15 -15.00% SSE 5.75 unch TAST -0.17 -5.82% TCX 0.36 unch TOFC 4.75 unch TWER +0.02 +2.74% UBOH +0.04 +0.44%
UNFY -0.20 -10.00% VII -0.05 -1.01% WVFC -0.01 -0.06% ACFN +0.09 +4.18% AFOP -0.01 -1.73% /APSG -0.03 -1.00% ARQL -0.03 -1.00% COBH +0.58 +4.52% CSBK -0.21 -2.54% CY +0.31 +4.75% DBTK +0.31 +4.75% DEP -0.41
86% EBS -1.01 -5.07% ENSG -0.22 -1.54% EXTR -0.17 -13.82% FORR -0.13 -0.78% HBE -0.05 -0.75% HMSY +0.19 +0.60% HTGC -0.04 -1.10% HTS -0.07 -0.32% INFI -0.09 -1.13% INSU -0.68 -5.39% ITWO -0.12 -1.68% JOSB +0.85
20% KOPN -0.03 -1.91% LONG +0.18 +3.51% LUFK -0.24 -0.86% MTXX -0.23 -1.37% PSEC -0.20 -3.04% QCOR -0.12 -2.39% RGR +0.04 +0.39% SCL -1.66 -6.43% SEAC 4.32 unch SHOR -0.37 -8.92% SIGM -0.91 -6.03% SNWL -0.
-82% SUPG +0.01 +0.63% TG -0.77 -5.07% TIVO -0.35 -5.38% TTEC -0.04 -0.46% WIRE -0.38 -2.23% ACTG -0.26 -10.40% ALNC -0.69 -4.05% AREX -0.22 -4.45% ARL -0.11 -1.03% AZZ -0.16 -0.93% BCPC -0.49 -2.53% BHB -0.98
16% BKMU -0.19 -2.62% CBZ -0.37 -5.60% CGNX -0.40 -4.02% CLRT -0.05 -2.98% CNU -0.02 -1.23% DFZ +0.17 +3.05% ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////// CRGN +0.02 +2.67% WXH +0.15 +1.61% AHPI 0.07 -1.33% ALDA
05 -0.95% CSLR 5.00 unch CVV -0.16 -6.37% CYAN +0.00 +0.01% EWST -0.01 -0.10% FLL 0.09 -8.65% KSW -0.10 -4.69% LFT -0.15 -0.84% MVC +0.82 +12.85% PRLS -0.06 -3.64% SCLN -0.03 -2.78% SNFCA -0.29 -14.26% SPAN
07 +0.85% TIII +0.02 +3.92% VSCP +0.09 +9.09% AIRT -0.22 -3.67% AMEN -0.15 -4.76% AWH -0.52 -1.55% BITI +0.01 +0.35% CHMP +0.33 +21.97% CKX 11.01 unch CLFD -0.09 -8.04% CLRO 0.17 -5.36% CNAF 15.51 unch DIT
83 +3.76% FFDF 11.25 unch HIFN +0.01 +0.26% INHX 0.24 unch KIRK +0.08 +2.85% LBCP -0.15 -2.31% LKI -0.07 -5.04% NUHC -0.07 -4.46% OKN +0.02 +0.24% PW -0.03 -0.28% RAND +0.15 +4.17% RGDX -0.15 -15.00% SSE 5.75 un
AST -0.17 -5.82% TCX 0.36 unch TOFC 4.75 unch TWER +0.02 +2.74% UBOH +0.04 +0.44% UNFY -0.20 -10.00% VII -0.05 -1.01% WVFC -0.01 -0.06% ACFN +0.09 +4.18% AFOP -0.01 -1.73% //////APSG -0.03 -1.00% ARQL -0.03
00% COBH +0.58 +4.52% CSBK -0.21 -2.54% CY +0.31 +4.75% DBTK +0.31 +4.75% DEP -0.41 -2.86% EBS -1.01 -5.07% ENSG -0.22 -1.54% EXTR -0.17 -13.82% FORR -0.13 -0.78% HBE -0.05 -0.75% HMSY +0.19 +0.60% HTGC -0.
10% HTS -0.07 -0.32% INFI -0.09 -1.13% INSU -0.68 -5.39% ITWO -0.12 -1.68% JOSB +0.85 +4.20% KOPN -0.03 -1.91% LONG +0.18 +3.51% LUFK -0.24 -0.86% MTXX -0.23 -1.37% PSEC -0.20 -3.04% QCOR -0.12 -2.39% RGR +0.0
39% SCL -1.66 -6.43% SEAC 4.32 unch SHOR -0.37 -8.92% SIGM -0.91 -6.03% SNWL -0.29 -6. -82% SUPG +0.01 +0.63% TG -0.77 -5.07% TIVO -0.35 -5.38% TTEC -0.04 -0.46% WIRE -0.38 -2.23% ACTG -0.26 -10.40% ALNC -0.69
05% AREX -0.22 -4.45% ARL -0.11 -1.03% AZZ -0.16 -0.93% BCPC -0.49 -2.53% BHB -0.98 -5.16% BKMU -0.19 -2.62% CBZ -0.37 -5.60% CGNX -0.40 -4.02% CLRT -0.05 -2.98% CNU -0.02 -1.23% DFZ +0.17 +3.05%
////////////////////////////////////////////////////// CRGN +0.02 +2.67% WXH +0.15 +1.61% AHPI 0.07 -1.33% ALDA -0.05 -0.95% CSLR 5.00 unch CVV -0.16 -6.37% CYAN +0.00 +0.01% EWST -0.01 -0.10% FLL 0.09 -8.65% KSW -0.10 -4.69%
FT -0.15 -0.84% MVC +0.82 +12.85% PRLS -0.06 -3.64% SCLN -0.03 -2.78% SNFCA -0.29 -14.26% SPAN +0.07 +0.85% TIII +0.02 +3.92% VSCP +0.09 +9.09% AIRT -0.22 -3.67% AMEN -0.15 -4.76% AWH -0.52 -1.55% BITI +0.01
35% CHMP +0.33 +21.97% CKX 11.01 unch CLFD -0.09 -8.04% CLRO 0.17 -5.36% CNAF 15.51 unch DIT +0.83 +3.76% FFDF 11.25 unch HIFN +0.01 +0.26% INHX 0.24 unch KIRK +0.08 +2.85% LBCP -0.15 -2.31% LKI -0.07 -5.04%
HC -0.07 -4.46% OKN +0.02 +0.24% PW -0.03 -0.28% RAND +0.15 +4.17% RGDX -0.15 -15.00% SSE 5.75 unch TAST -0.17 -5.82% TCX 0.36 unch TOFC 4.75 unch TWER +0.02 +2.74% UBOH +0.04 +0.44% UNFY -0.20 -10.00% VII
05 -1.01% WVFC -0.01 -0.06% ACFN +0.09 +4.18% AFOP -0.01 -1.73% APSG -0.03 -1.00% ARQL -0.03 -1.00% COBH +0.58 +4.52% CSBK -0.21 -2.54% CY +0.31 +4.75% DBTK +0.31 +4.75% DEP -0.41 -2.86% EBS -1.01 -5.07%
NSG -0.22 -1.54% EXTR -0.17 -13.82% FORR -0.13 -0.78% HBE -0.05 -0.75% HMSY +0.19 +0.60% HTGC -0.04 -1.10% HTS -0.07 -0.32% INFI -0.09 -1.13% INSU -0.68 -5.39% ITWO -0.12 -1.68% JOSB +0.85 +4.20% KOPN -0.03
91% LONG +0.18 +3.51% LUFK -0.24 -0.86% MTXX -0.23 -1.37% PSEC -0.20 -3.04% QCOR -0.12 -2.39% RGR +0.04 +0.39% SCL -1.66 -6.43% SEAC 4.32 unch SHOR -0.37 -8.92% SIGM -0.91 -6.03% SNWL -0.29 -6. -82% SUPG
01 +0.63% TG -0.77 -5.07% TIVO -0.35 -5.38% TTEC -0.04 -0.46% WIRE -0.38 -2.23% ACTG -0.26 -10.40% ALNC -0.69 -4.05% AREX -0.22 -4.45% ARL -0.11 -1.03% AZZ -0.16 -0.93% BCPC -0.49 -2.53% BHB -0.98 -5.16% BKMU
19 -2.62% CBZ -0.37 -5.60% CGNX -0.40 -4.02% CLRT -0.05 -2.98% CNU -0.02 -1.23% DFZ +0.17 +3.05%CRGN +0.02 +2.67% WXH +0.15 +1.61% AHPI 0.07 -1.33% ALDA -0.05 -0.95% CSLR 5.00 unch CVV -0.16 -6.37% CYAN
00 +0.01% EWST -0.01 -0.10% FLL 0.09 -8.65% KSW -0.10 -4.69% LFT -0.15 -0.84% MVC +0.82 +12.85% PRLS -0.06 -3.64% SCLN -0.03 -2.78% SNFCA -0.29 -14.26% SPAN +0.07 +0.85% TIII +0.02 +3.92% VSCP +0.09 +9.09%
AIRT -0.22 -3.67% AMEN -0.15 -4.76% AWH -0.52 -1.55% BITI +0.01 +0.35% CHMP +0.33 +21.97% CKX 11.01 unch CLFD -0.09 -8.04% CLRO 0.17 -5.36% CNAF 15.51 unch DIT +0.83 +3.76% FFDF 11.25 unch HIFN +0.01 +0.26%
HX 0.24 unch KIRK +0.08 +2.85% LBCP -0.15 -2.31% LKI -0.07 -5.04% NUHC -0.07 -4.46% OKN +0.02 +0.24% PW -0.03 -0.28% RAND +0.15 +4.17% RGDX -0.15 -15.00% SSE 5.75 unch TAST -0.17 -5.82% TCX 0.36 unch TOFC 4.75 unc
WER +0.02 +2.74% UBOH +0.04 +0.44% UNFY -0.20 -10.00% VII -0.05 -1.01% WVFC -0.01 -0.06% ACFN +0.09 +4.18% AFOP -0.01 -1.73% ///////////////////////////// APSG -0.03 -1.00% ARQL -0.03 -1.00% COBH +0.58 +4.52% CSBK
21 -2.54% CY +0.31 +4.75% DBTK +0.31 +4.75% DEP -0.41 -2.86% EBS -1.01 -5.07% ENSG -0.22 -1.54% EXTR -0.17 -13.82% FORR -0.13 -0.78% HBE -0.05 -0.75% HMSY +0.19 +0.60% HTGC -0.04 -1.10% HTS -0.07 -0.32% INFI
09 -1.13% INSU -0.68 -5.39% ITWO -0.12 -1.68% JOSB +0.85 +4.20% KOPN -0.03 -1.91% LONG +0.18 +3.51% LUFK -0.24 -0.86% MTXX -0.23 -1.37% PSEC -0.20 -3.04% QCOR -0.12 -2.39% RGR +0.04 +0.39% SCL -1.66 -6.43%
EAC 4.32 unch SHOR -0.37 -8.92% SIGM -0.91 -6.03% SNWL -0.29 -6. -82% SUPG +0.01 +0.63% TG -0.77 -5.07% TIVO -0.35 -5.38% TTEC -0.04 -0.46% WIRE -0.38 -2.23% ACTG -0.26 -10.40% ALNC -0.69 -4.05% AREX -0.22 -4.45
ARL -0.11 -1.03% AZZ -0.16 -0.93% BCPC -0.49 -2.53% BHB -0.98 -5.16% BKMU -0.19 -2.62% CBZ -0.37 -5.60% CGNX -0.40 -4.02% CLRT -0.05 -2.98% CNU -0.02 -1.23% DFZ +0.17 +3.05% CRGN +0.02 +2.67% WXH +0.15 +1.61
AHPI 0.07 -1.33% ALDA -0.05 -0.95% CSLR 5.00 unch CVV -0.16 -6.37% CYAN +0.00 +0.01% EWST -0.01 -0.10% FLL 0.09 -8.65% KSW -0.10 -4.69% LFT -0.15 -0.84% MVC +0.82 +12.85% PRLS -0.06 -3.64% SCLN -0.03 -2.78%
NFCA -0.29 -14.26% SPAN +0.07 +0.85% TIII +0.02 +3.92% VSCP +0.09 +9.09% AIRT -0.22 -3.67% AMEN -0.15 -4.76% AWH -0.52 -1.55% BITI +0.01 +0.35% CHMP +0.33 +21.97% CKX 11.01 unch CLFD -0.09 -8.04% CLRO 0.17
36% CNAF 15.51 unch DIT +0.83 +3.76% FFDF 11.25 unch HIFN +0.01 +0.26% INHX 0.24 unch KIRK +0.08 +2.85% LBCP -0.15 -2.31% LKI -0.07 -5.04% NUHC -0.07 -4.46% OKN +0.02 +0.24% PW -0.03 -0.28% RAND +0.15 +4.17%
GDX -0.15 -15.00% SSE 5.75 unch TAST -0.17 -5.82% TCX 0.36 unch TOFC 4.75 unch TWER +0.02 +2.74% UBOH +0.04 +0.44% UNFY -0.20 -10.00% VII -0.05 -1.01% WVFC -0.01 -0.06% ACFN +0.09 +4.18% AFOP -0.01 -1.73%
APSG -0.03 -1.00% ARQL -0.03 -1.00% COBH +0.58 +4.52% CSBK -0.21 -2.54% CY +0.31 +4.75% DBTK +0.31 +4.75% DEP -0.41 -2.86% EBS -1.01 -5.07% ENSG -0.22 -1.54% EXTR -0.17 -13.82% FORR -0.13 -0.78% HBE -0.05 -0.75%
HMSY +0.19 +0.60% HTGC -0.04 -1.10% HTS -0.07 -0.32% INFI -0.09 -1.13% INSU -0.68 -5.39% ITWO -0.12 -1.68% JOSB +0.85 +4.20% KOPN -0.03 -1.91% LONG +0.18 +3.51% LUFK -0.24 -0.86% MTXX -0.23 -1.37% PSEC -0.20
04% QCOR -0.12 -2.39% RGR +0.04 +0.39% SCL -1.66 -6.43% SEAC 4.32 unch SHOR -0.37 -8.92% SIGM -0.91 -6.03% SNWL -0.29 -6. -82% SUPG +0.01 +0.63% TG -0.77 -5.07% TIVO -0.35 -5.38% TTEC -0.04 -0.46% WIRE -0.38
23% ACTG -0.26 -10.40% ALNC -0.69 -4.05% AREX -0.22 -4.45% ARL -0.11 -1.03% AZZ -0.16 -0.93% BCPC -0.49 -2.53% BHB -0.98 -5.16% BKMU -0.19 -2.62% CBZ -0.37 -5.60% CGNX -0.40 -4.02% CLRT -0.05 -2.98% CNU -0.02
23% DFZ +0.17 +3.05% /CRGN +0.02 +2.67% WXH +0.15 +1.61% AHPI 0.07 -1.33% ALDA -0.05 -0.95% CSLR 5.00 unch CVV -0.16 -6.37% CYAN +0.00 +0.01% EWST -0.01 -0.10% FLL 0.09 -8.65% KSW -0.10 -4.69% LFT -0.15
84% MVC +0.82 +12.85% PRLS -0.06 -3.64% SCLN -0.03 -2.78% SNFCA -0.29 -14.26% SPAN +0.07 +0.85% TIII +0.02 +3.92% VSCP +0.09 +9.09% AIRT -0.22 -3.67% AMEN -0.15 -4.76% AWH -0.52 -1.55% BITI +0.01 +0.35%
CHMP +0.33 +21.97% CKX 11.01 unch CLFD -0.09 -8.04% CLRO 0.17 -5.36% CNAF 15.51 unch DIT +0.83 +3.76% FFDF 11.25 unch HIFN +0.01 +0.26% INHX 0.24 unch KIRK +0.08 +2.85% LBCP -0.15 -2.31% LKI -0.07 -5.04% NUHC -0.0
46% OKN +0.02 +0.24% PW -0.03 -0.28% RAND +0.15 +4.17% RGDX -0.15 -15.00% SSE 5.75 unch TAST -0.17 -5.82% TCX 0.36 unch TOFC 4.75 unch TWER +0.02 +2.74% UBOH +0.04 +0.44% UNFY -0.20 -10.00% VII -0.05 -1.01%
WVFC -0.01 -0.06% ACFN +0.09 +4.18% AFOP -0.01 -1.73% / APSG -0.03 -1.00% ARQL -0.03 -1.00% COBH +0.58 +4.52% CSBK -0.21 -2.54% CY +0.31 +4.75% DBTK +0.31 +4.75% DEP -0.41 -2.86% EBS -1.01 -5.07% ENSG -0.22
54% EXTR -0.17 -13.82% FORR -0.13 -0.78% HBE -0.05 -0.75% HMSY +0.19 +0.60% HTGC -0.04 -1.10% HTS -0.07 -0.32% INFI -0.09 -1.13% INSU -0.68 -5.39% ITWO -0.12 -1.68% JOSB +0.85 +4.20% KOPN -0.03 -1.91% LONG
18 +3.51% LUFK -0.24 -0.86% MTXX -0.23 -1.37% PSEC -0.20 -3.04% QCOR -0.12 -2.39% RGR +0.04 +0.39% SCL -1.66 -6.43% SEAC 4.32 unch SHOR -0.37 -8.92% SIGM -0.91 -6.03% SNWL -0.29 -6. -82% SUPG +0.01 +0.63% TG
77 -5.07% TIVO -0.35 -5.38% TTEC -0.04 -0.46% WIRE -0.38 -2.23% ACTG -0.26 -10.40% ALNC -0.69 -4.05% AREX -0.22 -4.45% ARL -0.11 -1.03% AZZ -0.16 -0.93% BCPC -0.49 -2.53% BHB -0.98 -5.16% BKMU -0.19 -2.62% CBZ
37 -5.60% CGNX -0.40 -4.02% CLRT -0.05 -2.98% CNU -0.02 -1.23% DFZ +0.17 +3.05% CRGN +0.02 +2.67% WXH +0.15 +1.61% AHPI 0.07 -1.33% ALDA -0.05 -0.95% CSLR 5.00 unch CVV -0.16 -6.37% CYAN +0.00 +0.01% EWST
01 -0.10% FLL 0.09 -8.65% KSW -0.10 -4.69% LFT -0.15 -0.84% MVC +0.82 +12.85% PRLS -0.06 -3.64% SCLN -0.03 -2.78% SNFCA -0.29 -14.26% SPAN +0.07 +0.85% TIII +0.02 +3.92% VSCP +0.09 +9.09% AIRT -0.22 -3.67% AM
15 -4.76% AWH -0.52 -1.55% BITI +0.01 +0.35% CHMP +0.33 +21.97% CKX 11.01 unch CLFD -0.09 -8.04% CLRO 0.17 -5.36% CNAF 15.51 unch DIT +0.83 +3.76% FFDF 11.25 unch HIFN +0.01 +0.26% INHX 0.24 unch KIRK +0.08
85% LBCP -0.15 -2.31% LKI -0.07 -5.04% NUHC -0.07 -4.46% OKN +0.02 +0.24% PW -0.03 -0.28% RAND +0.15 +4.17% RGDX -0.15 -15.00% SSE 5.75 unch TAST -0.17 -5.82% TCX 0.36 unch TOFC 4.75 unch TWER +0.02 +2.74% UBO
04 +0.44% UNFY -0.20 -10.00% VII -0.05 -1.01% WVFC -0.01 -0.06% ACFN +0.09 +4.18% AFOP -0.01 -1.73% APSG -0.03 -1.00% ARQL -0.03 -1.00% COBH +0.58 +4.52% CSBK -0.21 -2.54% CY +0.31 +4.75% DBTK +0.31 +4.75%
DEP -0.41 -2.86% EBS -1.01 -5.07% ENSG -0.22 -1.54% EXTR -0.17 -13.82% FORR -0.13 -0.78% HBE -0.05 -0.75% HMSY +0.19 +0.60% HTGC -0.04 -1.10% HTS -0.07 -0.32% INFI -0.09 -1.13% INSU -0.68 -5.39% ITWO -0.12 -1.68%
SB +0.85 +4.20% KOPN -0.03 -1.91% LONG +0.18 +3.51% LUFK -0.24 -0.86% MTXX -0.23 -1.37% PSEC -0.20 -3.04% QCOR -0.12 -2.39% RGR +0.04 +0.39% SCL -1.66 -6.43% SEAC 4.32 unch SHOR -0.37 -8.92% SIGM -0.91 -6.03%
NWL -0.29 -6. -82% SUPG +0.01 +0.63% TG -0.77 -5.07% TIVO -0.35 -5.38% TTEC -0.04 -0.46% WIRE -0.38 -2.23% ACTG -0.26 -10.40% ALNC -0.69 -4.05% AREX -0.22 -4.45% ARL -0.11 -1.03% AZZ -0.16 -0.93% BCPC -0.49 -2.53%
BHB -0.98 -5.16% BKMU -0.19 -2.62% CBZ -0.37 -5.60% CGNX -0.40 -4.02% CLRT -0.05 -2.98% CNU -0.02 -1.23% DFZ +0.17 +3.05% ////////////////////////////////////////////////////// CRGN +0.02 +2.67% WXH +0.15 +1.61% AHPI 0.07 -1.33%
ALDA -0.05 -0.95% CSLR 5.00 unch CVV -0.16 -6.37% CYAN +0.00 +0.01% EWST -0.01 -0.10% FLL 0.09 -8.65% KSW -0.10 -4.69% LFT -0.15 -0.84% MVC +0.82 +12.85% PRLS -0.06 -3.64% SCLN -0.03 -2.78% SNFCA -0.29 -14.26%
PAN +0.07 +0.85% TIII +0.02 +3.92% VSCP +0.09 +9.09% AIRT -0.22 -3.67% AMEN -0.15 -4.76% AWH -0.52 -1.55% BITI +0.01 +0.35% CHMP +0.33 +21.97% CKX 11.01 unch CLFD -0.09 -8.04% CLRO 0.17 -5.36% CNAF 15.51 unc
DIT +0.83 +3.76% FFDF 11.25 unch HIFN +0.01 +0.26% INHX 0.24 unch KIRK +0.08 +2.85% LBCP -0.15 -2.31% LKI -0.07 -5.04% NUHC -0.07 -4.46% OKN +0.02 +0.24% PW -0.03 -0.28% RAND +0.15 +4.17% RGDX -0.15 -15.00% SSE 5.7
ch TAST -0.17 -5.82% TCX 0.36 unch TOFC 4.75 unch TWER +0.02 +2.74% UBOH +0.04 +0.44% UNFY -0.20 -10.00% VII -0.05 -1.01% WVFC -0.01 -0.06% ACFN +0.09 +4.18% AFOP -0.01 -1.73% APSG -0.03 -1.00% ARQL -0.03
00% COBH +0.58 +4.52% CSBK -0.21 -2.54% CY +0.31 +4.75% DBTK +0.31 +4.75% DEP -0.41 -2.86% EBS -1.01 -5.07% ENSG -0.22 -1.54% EXTR -0.17 -13.82% FORR -0.13 -0.78% HBE -0.05 -0.75% HMSY +0.19 +0.60% HTGC -0.
10% HTS -0.07 -0.32% INFI -0.09 -1.13% INSU -0.68 -5.39% ITWO -0.12 -1.68% JOSB +0.85 +4.20% KOPN -0.03 -1.91% LONG +0.18 +3.51% LUFK -0.24 -0.86% MTXX -0.23 -1.37% PSEC -0.20 -3.04% QCOR -0.12 -2.39% RGR +0.0
39% SCL -1.66 -6.43% SEAC 4.32 unch SHOR -0.37 -8.92% SIGM -0.91 -6.03% SNWL -0.29 -6. -82% SUPG +0.01 +0.63% TG -0.77 -5.07% TIVO -0.35 -5.38% TTEC -0.04 -0.46% WIRE -0.38 -2.23% ACTG -0.26 -10.40% ALNC -0.69
05% AREX -0.22 -4.45% ARL -0.11 -1.03% AZZ -0.16 -0.93% BCPC -0.49 -2.53% BHB -0.98 -5.16% BKMU -0.19 -2.62% CBZ -0.37 -5.60% CGNX -0.40 -4.02% CLRT -0.05 -2.98% CNU -0.02 -1.23% DFZ +0.17 +3.05%CRGN +0.02
67% WXH +0.15 +1.61% AHPI 0.07 -1.33% ALDA -0.05 -0.95% CSLR 5.00 unch CVV -0.16 -6.37% CYAN +0.00 +0.01% EWST -0.01 -0.10% FLL 0.09 -8.65% KSW -0.10 -4.69% LFT -0.15 -0.84% MVC +0.82 +12.85% PRLS -0.06 -3.6
CLN -0.03 -2.78% SNFCA -0.29 -14.26% SPAN +0.07 +0.85% TIII +0.02 +3.92% VSCP +0.09 +9.09% AIRT -0.22 -3.67% AMEN -0.15 -4.76% AWH -0.52 -1.55% BITI +0.01 +0.35% CHMP +0.33 +21.97% CKX 11.01 unch CLFD -0.09
04% CLRO 0.17 -5.36% CNAF 15.51 unch DIT +0.83 +3.76% FFDF 11.25 unch HIFN +0.01 +0.26% INHX 0.24 unch KIRK +0.08 +2.85% LBCP -0.15 -2.31% LKI -0.07 -5.04% NUHC -0.07 -4.46% OKN +0.02 +0.24% PW -0.03 -0.28% RAN
15 +4.17% RGDX -0.15 -15.00% SSE 5.75 unch TAST -0.17 -5.82% TCX 0.36 unch TOFC 4.75 unch TWER +0.02 +2.74% UBOH +0.04 +0.44% UNFY -0.20 -10.00% VII -0.05 -1.01% WVFC -0.01 -0.06% ACFN +0.09 +4.18% AFOP -0.0
73%
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Seek to fulfill your financial goals with
investment vehicles that track
our responsible indexes

The Calvert Responsible Indexes are available to investors
through our broad suite of product offerings. The suite, which
includes separate accounts, separately managed accounts,
and mutual funds, offers cost-effective, diversified, and
responsible equity market exposure. To learn about how our
indexed investment solutions can help you achieve your goals,
contact Calvert Investments at 800.368.2750 or visit calvert.
com for more information. Institutional investors should call
800.327.2109.

If you are an individual investor, please contact your financial
advisor or call Calvert at 800.368.2748 for more information on
the Calvert Responsible Index Series.

Investment in mutual funds involves risk, including possible loss of principal invested.
You could lose money on your investment in the Fund or the Fund could underperform
because of the following risks: the market prices of stocks held by the Fund may fall.
An index fund has operating expenses; a market index does not. Although expected to
track its target index as closely as possible while satisfying its investment criteria, the
Fund will not be able to match the performance of the index exactly. It is not possible
to invest directly in an index. Investing primarily in responsible investments carries the
risk that, under certain market conditions, a Fund may underperform funds that invest
in a broader array of investments. The application of responsible investment principles
may affect the Fund’s exposure to certain sectors or types of investments and may
impact the Fund’s relative investment performance depending on whether such
sectors or investments are in or out of favor in the market.

For more information on any Calvert fund, call Calvert at 800.368.2748, or visit www.calvert.com
for a free summary prospectus and/or prospectus. An institutional investor should call Calvert at
800.327.2109. An investor should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses
of an investment carefully before investing. The summary prospectus and prospectus contain this
and other information. Read them carefully before you invest or send money.
Calvert funds are available at NAV for RIAs and Wrap Programs. Not all funds available at all firms.
Calvert mutual funds are underwritten and distributed by Calvert Investment Distributors, Inc.,
member FINRA, and subsidiary of Calvert Investments, Inc.
BR10092-201510

www.Calvert.com

EcoAudit

SM

Calvert saved the following resources by using
900 pounds of New Leaf Ingenuity, made
average of 100% recycled fiber, designated
Ancient Forest FriendlyTM and manufactured with
electricity that is offset with Green-e® certified
renewable energy certificates. Calculation based
on research by Environmental Defense Fund and
other members of the Paper Task Force.

25%
CERT NO. SW-COC-212

11 TREES
5,048

GAL WATER

5 MILLION ENERGY BTUS
338

LBS SOLID WASTE

931

LBS GREENHOUSE GAS

